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Ratanlal & Dhirajlal Ratanlal's Law of Evidence, Dhirajlal (as revised by Dr. Shakeel Ahmad Khan) from Flipkart. Since this article may cause misunderstanding among people who know English, the authors have tried to adapt the translation of the original. In addition, in this article we have tried to make the translation as clear as possible. As
mentioned above, Dharmaraji Kaya is from 'Tumkur Reserve Coffee' (Cracker's Isle) where they sell coffee beans. They bought this cafe because it was one of the affordable places to eat cheap and good. So these people used the coffee business to make money. Unlike many other coffee businesses where the business is built around the amount
of coffee sold to make money, in this business coffee beans and coffee are a strategic asset. So, how a business can be improved without changing the essence of the matter, and how to properly use it to grow a business, we will discuss in this 3-hour presentation. Who to start a business with A career in the coffee industry means not only doing
what you love, but also building a career and determining your place in it. This means that your career requires constant attention. Good work skills and a large number of working contacts, or vice versa, the absence of such - all this requires serious effort. It is often difficult for aspiring entrepreneurs to choose what they need, as there are always
more different offers, so it takes time to determine their own position. In this presentation, you will learn why you need to focus on the importance of having contacts. And how to form them correctly. What to do next How to plan your working time so that you can do something else? How to build your relationships in order to sell services and
successfully complete projects? How to not be interrupted and pull yourself together to quickly cope with complex projects? All this I have discussed in this audiobook, which contains step-by-step instructions for planning time. The secret life of the coffee business The coffee industry is one of the most promising business areas. How to choose
the right direction? You will find answers to these questions in this presentation. Many examples of success and failure are given, and it is described in detail how to show the product with its face. Coupons and discounts How can I use coupons and discount programs?What are the chances of discount coupons? Why is it important to work on
deferred payment terms? You will find the answers in this presentation, which will help
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